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03/12/2019          The learned advocates for both the parties

are present.

           I have heard both sides upon the instant

matter. Now, by this order, I am going to dispose

of the instant matter.

          This Misc. Case has arisen out of petition

being  filed  by  the  petitioner/plaintiff   namely

Pushpa  Ghosh  under  Order  39  Rule  1  of  CPC

praying  for  granting  temporary  injunction

restraining  the  O.Ps./  defendants  from  taking

possession of  the  schedule  “B” land within the

schedule  “A”  land  which  are  described  in  the

plaint of the main suit. 

       The O.Ps./defendants No. 1 & 4 have jointly

filed  their  objection  and  O.P.  No.5  filed  its

objection separately. 
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03/12/ 19      I have perused the record together with record

of connected main Suit (T.S. No.21/19) and the

pleadings therein.

     Petitioner/plaintiff’s  case  in  brief  is  that

schedule “A” land is the purchased land of  the

plaintiff  wherein she constructed her house.  On

28/07/2019 the O.P. without serving any notice to

the  petitioner,  started  constructing  private

Telephone Tower Line without permission of the

petitioner on schedule “B” land which is a part of

schedule  “A”  land  to  which  the  plaintiff

obstructed  for  construction  but  the  same  was

connived.  Accordingly,  the  O.Ps  have

dispossessed the petitioner/plaintiff from the suit

property. 

   The  O.Ps./defendants  in  their  respective

objections resisted the petition on the ground that

the petition is not maintainable in its present form

and manner and there is no prima facie case of

the petitioner. It is contended that the petitioner

have  failed  to  make  out  any  facts  and

circumstances  which  warrant  granting  of

temporary injunction against the O.Ps. It is thus

prayed for dismissal of the petition.  

    It is contended in their respective W.S. that the

disputed  land  is  a  Govt.  Khas  land  and  the

plaintiff never possessed the said disputed land. 
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03/12/2019     The  learned  advocate  for  the  petitioner

submitted that if the O.Ps are not restrained from

raising  the  plinth  for  construction  of  telephone

tower,  the  petitioner  will  suffer  irreparable  loss

and injury.  On the other hand, the learned G.P.

for contesting O.Ps submitted that petitioner has

not  been  dispossessed  from  her  land  and  the

construction is raised upon the Govt. Khas land.

So,  there  is  no  prima  facie  case  for  granting

temporary injunction as prayed for. 

    Now,  let  us  go  to  see  the  three  golden

principles of temporary injunction. 

(1)Prima facie case:- 

     From the  pleadings  of  both the  parties,  it

clearly reveals that the petitioner is claiming that

the disputed land wherein the plinth is raised is a

part of her own land which is denied by the O.Ps.

Hence, it clearly appears to me that there is strong

prima facie case to go for trial.  So, I hold that

there is prima facie case for granting temporary

injunction. 

(2)Balance of convenience:

      The plaintiff pleaded that the Schedule-B land

i.e., the disputed land has been acquired by O.P

illegally for raising the telephone tower. But the

learned  G.P.  during  his  verbal  argument,

submitted  that  the  construction  is  not  for

telephone tower but for raising big electric post 
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03/12/2019 for  enlighten  the  area.  However,  there  is  no

averments  in  the  objection  or  W.S.  that  the

construction is meant for raising big electric post.

Hence,  it  appears  to  me  that  if  the  telephone

tower  connection  or  any  other  construction  is

raised dispossessing the plaintiff  from her land,

the plaintiff will certainly suffer substantial loss

and  injury.  Hence,  it  appears  to  me  that  if  the

petitioner is not protected for the time being, the

very  purpose  of  instituting  her  suit  will  be

frustrated. Hence, the balance of convenience lies

in favour of the plaintiff.

(3)  Irreparable loss and injury:

From the above discussion and considering

the pleadings of both the parties, it appears to me

that if the O.Ps/defendants are not restrained from

raising the construction on the disputed land,   the

plaintiff  will  suffer  irreparable  loss  and  injury

which cannot be compensated in terms of money.

And if injunction is granted it will not cause such

irreparable loss and injury. 

    From the above observation and reasons, I am

constrained to  hold that  three golden principles

for  granting  temporary  injunction  are  found  in

favour of plaintiff. But simultaneously, it is also

to  be  born  in  mind  that  the  defendants  are

contending that the above disputed land is a Govt.
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03/12/2019 Khas land.  So, considering the rival pleadings of

both the parties,  I am of the considered view that

if an order to maintain status quo of the suit land

is passed, it will be just and proper. 

      Accordingly, till disposal of the main suit,

both  the  parties  are  directed  to  maintain  status

quo of the suit land including Schedule-B land  as

on  today  and  no  party  will  change  the  nature,

character  or  feature  of  the  disputed  land  i.e.,

Schedule-B land   nor any party during pendency

of  suit  shall  raise  any  construction  without  the

prior permission of this Court. 

       With the above observation and order, the

instant  Misc.  (J)  Case  stands  disposed  of

accordingly.  

                                                                 Dictated.
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